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1. Aim: Reading evokes a rich humanity?
Need to teach this on any basis?

To become a teacher librarian or school librarian in
Japan, a course called “Reading and Rich Humanity” or
“Character Development Through Reading” is required.
← The Ministry of Education requires.
← It has not changed in over 20 years.

In Japan, there are two types of librarians in schools: the “Teacher Librarian,”
who is a teacher, and the “School Librarian,” who is not a teacher.

However, the relevance between reading and rich
humanity is not clear.

Reading will help develop language, expression, and
imagination...

2. Literature Review
Hirai points to the impact of juvenile crime, bullying,
and truancy at the time.

She also noted that some faculty members did not feel
that the name of this course was appropriate.

3. Methods: Analysis of J-SLA lecture
guidelines, textbooks, and syllabi

1 The content of the lecture guidelines for teacher
librarians and school librarians prepared by J-SLA was
reviewed.

2 Descriptions of rich humanity or character development
in the 4 most recent textbooks were collected.

In Japan, several private publishers have published LIS textbooks based on
statutory subjects.

3 Syllabi from universities offering the school librarianship
programs for the 2022 academic year were collected to
identify the occurrence of the “character-related terms.”

4. Result: In fact, it is not taught.
4.1 Ignored in guidelines for teacher librarians.

The guidelines for school librarians state, “(2) The
significance of reading in nurturing the minds and
fostering rich humanity of students.”

But the guidelines for teacher librarians do not mention
it at all.
← teacher librarian has more teaching responsibilities.

4.2 Textbooks don’t explain much about rich humanity.
[Ogawa2015] explains that (through reading)

“understanding and imagination are fostered,”
“one can understand the feelings of others and form
one’s own sense of values,”
“the ability to know, think, and judge things is
acquired.”

However, no evidence of this is provided.

[SLA2020] lists the significance of reading for children as

“understanding the feelings of others”
“playing games,”

in addition to the acquisition of knowledge and literacy.
← These are part of a rich humanity, but not the whole.

[Yoneya and Iwasaki2020] says that a rich humanity
“can be thought of, for example, in the context of
modern schooling, as heart of caring for others, a
capacity for action to care for the natural environment,
and a lifestyle of social engagement through work.”
← The scope of humanity is much broader?

[Kanazawa and Kawamura2023] states that reading

“enhances sensitivity, including imagination, human
understanding, and humanity”
“develops self-awareness and self-control”

but these are quotes from non-experts in reading.

4.3 Syllabi that do not mention humanity are more common.
55 types of syllabi collected from 45 universities.

The frequency of the character-related terms is
summarized in the following table 1.

Table 1: Frequency of the character-related terms

Character-related terms Number
of syllabi

Character 2
Humanity 17
Rich humanity
(included in humanity)

12

Education of the mind 9
Richness in mind 2
Considerate 2
Nurture the mind 1
Richness in mind 1
Bibliotherapy 1
Any of the above include 25

None of the above are included 30

There were more syllabi that did not mention these
words.

5. Conclusion: Changing the legal subject
name would solve the problem, though.

Many university faculty members find it difficult to teach
the relevance of reading and rich humanity.

6. Discussion: Benefits of Reading?
I have not been able to figure out what research there is
on what reading brings other than knowledge or literacy.
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